Winter foraging by muskoxen: a hierarchical approach to patch residence time and cratering behaviour.
We examined the temporal and spatial patterns of feeding behaviours of muskoxen during winter in the High Arctic. Pawing motions (to uncover forages beneath snow cover) were strongly aggregated into temporal bouts. Similarly, feeding stations (areas exploitable without motion of the forelegs) were aggregated into spatial patches. Muskoxen responded to greater snow accumulation at feeding sites by increasing the rates of pawing, rates of pawing bouts, number of pawing strokes per bout, and station residence times. Patch residence times showed little relationship to snow or forage abundance because, as muskoxen increased station residence times, they decreased the number of stations per patch. Muskoxen displaced one another from feeding stations more frequently as snow thickness and group size increased. Time spent at feeding stations was positively correlated to travel costs, in accordance with the marginal value model of patch residence. The model was not supported, however, at the scale of the feeding patch. The results indicate that behavioural responses of muskoxen to foraging conditions differ across scales.